Alpine Tunnel
by Dave Cooper
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The Alpine Tunnel, the highest railroad
tunnel in the US and the first to be bored
through the Colorado Continental Divide,
was completed in 1881. A part of the
Denver, South Park and Pacific Railroad
route from Denver to Gunnison, the
tunnel remained in use only until 1910.
During that brief time the harsh winters
and unforgiving terrain made the
maintenance of the railroad extremely
difficult.
Walking along the hiking trail at the east
side of the tunnel along the roadbed, it
isn’t difficult to imagine why. On our
late-May hike, much of the trail was still
hidden under several long snow slopes,
extending from the ridges above to the
floor of the valley. During the summer
months the gentle grade of the roadbed
and relatively short distance involved
make this a good destination for families,
but earlier in the season the snow cover
requires the hiker to carefully negotiate

Getting to the Trailhead: Drive to the town of Nathrop on Highway 285,
approximately 7 miles south of the town of Buena Vista and 16 miles north of
Poncha Springs. On the southern edge of Nathrop, turn west onto Highway 162
(this is also the road to the Mount Princeton Hot Springs). Measure from this
junction.
At mile 10.3 the pavement ends. Continue west on the well-graded road to a
junction at mile 15.6, immediately beyond a large parking area on your left. At
the junction take the left fork, signed to Hancock and the Alpine Tunnel Trail.
At mile 18.3 you will reach a Y-intersection. The left branch is closed, so
continue on the right branch, signed as County Road 295. The road
immediately deteriorates and would be difficult to navigate in a passenger car
(our Subaru had no problem). The road soon improves after it passes a junction
to Pomeroy Lake at mile 18.6. Continue to the ghost town of Hancock. Cross
the road-bridge and park in the parking area for the Alpine Tunnel Trailhead at
mile 20.6. The road continuing to the left is the jeep trail to Hancock Pass.
Hike Statistics: From the parking area to the Alpine Tunnel via the old
railroad bed: 725 feet in 2.8 miles one way. If you decide to hike the variation
described here, over Mount Poor, the elevation gain for the complete loop will
be 1,400 feet in 6.5 miles round trip.
Difficulty: During the summer months the walk along the railroad grade is an
easy hike. In the spring conditions we found, significant snow may require the
use of snowshoes and involves crossing snow slopes prone to avalanching.
The extended hike described as a variation is mainly on jeep roads, with easy
off-trail hiking (snowshoeing in early season) to the summit of Mount Poor.
USGS Quad: St Elmo, CO; Cumberland Pass, CO.

several steep snow slopes. A good stiff pair of hiking boots will probably be necessary to kick steps in the
snow.
A thirteen mile section of the roadbed, extending from the ghost town of Hancock to the townsite of Quartz
has been designated The Alpine Tunnel Historic District. The western side of the tunnel is accessible by
vehicle (for information on the auto tour, go to http://www.narrowgauge.org/alpinetunnel/html/auto_tour.html). The 3 mile section from Hancock to the east portal is for non-motorized use,
and makes a nice hiking trail into some spectacular countryside.
In early season, the road From Saint Elmo to Hancock may still have snow drifts blocking access, so expect
a longer walk until sometime in June. On May 27, this added approximately half a mile each way to our
hike.
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There are numerous excellent ways to extend or vary this hike. On our last visit we decided to spice it up a
bit by making a loop and climbing over Mount Poor before descending to the Tunnel. The peak is named
for the historian who compiled much of the history of the Alpine Tunnel.
I’ll first describe the hike to the tunnel along the railroad grade, then add a description of the hike over
Mount Poor.
No matter which route you take, you’ll be rewarded with a fine outing amid some of Colorado’s most
spectacular scenery .

Hike Description
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From the parking area, take the trail west, passing the closed gate after 150 yards. Look for remnants of the
old ties as you follow the trail along the old railroad grade. Information displays spaced along the trail
provide insight into the history of the railroad. After walking 0.4 mile you may have to ford a small stream
just before the Williams Pass Road takes off to the left. This road is only open to motor vehicles during the
month of August. If you stay on the railroad grade you’ll reach the East Portal to the Alpine Tunnel in 2.8
miles. The entrance to the tunnel has caved in and was also buried by snow on our visit.

Variation to include a climb of Mount Poor
Start hiking as above, but when you reach the junction of the Williams Pass Road after 0.4 mile, turn left
onto this road. Follow this road past a second gate as it climbs above and then parallels the old railroad
grade. Initially in trees, the road breaks out into an open area a little before reaching Williams Pass at mile
2.0.
From the pass, hike west up the gentle slopes of Mount Poor, requiring snowshoes on our late-May trip.
Reach the summit of Mount Poor at mile 2.7. From the summit you can look down on some of the
structures built to support the railroad.
The views in all directions are spectacular, especially when freshly coated with snow as was the case on our
last hike.
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To descend, follow Mount Poor’s north ridge for 0.2 mile to a saddle just before the final ridge point.
Descend northwest from this saddle on a trail, aiming for Altman Pass, the pass directly above the Alpine
Tunnel. From the Pass, descend north on a trail down to the railroad grade at the east portal of the tunnel.
Return by following the railroad grade, as described above.

GPS Latitude / Longitude NAD83 (Deg., Min., Sec.)
Alpine Tunnel TH,38,38,22,-106,21,43,11070 feet
Gate,38,38,21,-106,21,47,11073 feet
Williams Pass Road,38,38,23,-106,22,6,11112 feet
Williams Pass,38,38,33,-106,23,24,11760 feet,
Mount Poor,38,38,24,-106,24,5,12437 feet
Saddle,38,38,35,-106,24,6,12329 feet
Altman Pass,38,38,50,-106,24,23,11955 feet
Alpine Tunnel,38,39,0,-106,24,20,11591 feet

